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Roger Babson avowed that depressions came because men
forsook Christ to follow selfish ends.
It was freely predicted that hardship would lead Ameri-
cans back to the faith of their fathers, but in fact no wave of
revivalism, wholesale conversion or even increased church
attendance occurred outside the pale of certain new and
eccentric cults. Lack of decent clothes to wear and of money
to drop into the collection plate—though many churches
discontinued "free-will offerings"—discouraged even nor-
mal habits of churchgoing. And upon those in whom such
habits were weak, the growing secularization of the Sabbath
exercised its pull toward the new municipal swimming pool,
golf links or tennis courts laid out by WPA labor. Women's
interest in church work was reported in 1931-1932 to have
reached a new low, doubtless under pressure from vocational
and other worldly pursuits, while periodical literature also
mirrored the declining prestige of organized Christianity.
Even in the village and small town, where lay the core of
evangelical strength, institutional religion seemed on the
wane, with falling attendance and donations and among the
leaders a planless bewilderment in the vortex of social forces.
Between 1930 and 1940 the nation's churches lost
twenty-seven members per thousand of population, a total
deficit of almost three million. According to a Gallup poll in
1939, half the people attended worship less often than their
parents and less than a fifth exceeded their parents. Asserting
that earlier crises had evoked a contrary reaction, the editor
of a popular Protestant journal found the difference lay in
a relatively new conviction that so-called economic laws,
unlike the laws of Nature, are man-made and therefore can
be cured by human initiative rather than by prayer or peni-
tence*
Youth, little schooled in the old-time gospel, was probably
the least devout group. While a majority still clung to
nominal church membership, scarcely more than a third were
actively interested or considered religion a helpful or vital

